2015 Schedules
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DATES FOR 2015
Preview day
Spring Rose Show

7th May

Three Counties
Showground Malvern

Rose show is on

WR13 6NW

& Sunday

Friday, Saturday

Entries accepted on show day: see
Show Regulations for details
Staging may start at 6:00pm on
Thursday 7th May and continue
until 8:00am on Friday 8th May

8th to 10th May
Summer Rose Show
Squires Garden Centre

Saturday and

Halliford Road

Sunday

Shepperton
TW17 8SG
Autumn Rose Show
The Showground
Harrogate

Last date for entries:
Wednesday 24th June

Staging may start at 6:00pm on
27th & 28th June Friday 26th June and continue until
8:30am on Saturday 27th June
Last date for entries:
Friday, Saturday &

Tuesday 15th September

Sunday

Staging may start at 6:00pm on
Thursday 17th and continue until
8:00am on Friday 18th September

18th to 20th Sept

Front cover photograph:
Perhaps one of the brightest of the new crop of hybrid Hulthemia persica varieties that are coming onto the market; this is Eyeconic Lemonade by James
Sproul from California, USA.
In the pipeline from James Sproul we can expect to see striped Hulthemias very
soon . . . . . . . Might this just be a step too far?
Look out too for another Hulthemia persica, the 2015 Rose of the Year, For
Your Eyes Only by Chris Warner.
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THE ROYAL NATIONAL ROSE SOCIETY
Chiswell Green, St Albans, Hertfordshire AL2 3NR
Telephone: St Albans (01727) 850461
Fax: St Albans (01727) 850360
E-mail: info@rnrs.org.uk
Website: www.rnrs.org.uk
Chairman of RNRS Shows Committee: John Anthony
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email: j.h.anthony@btinternet.com
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Chairman’s Notes 2015
Welcome to the 2015 Show season schedule. You will find there are
only minor changes to this year. Our shows will be as last year. The
spring show at Malvern, summer show at Shepperton and an autumn
show at Harrogate. However the Dean Hole Challenge will only be
held over three legs this year, at our two shows and a new venue for
the Rhondda leg at St Fagan’s near Cardiff.
There is much need for us all both exhibitors and Judges alike to get
together air our views so that we apply the rules fairly We are to hold
a Judges seminar on 22nd March and an invitation letter has been sent
to both exhibitors and Judges. May I urge all to attend in order that
we understand the alterations? It is a condition of accreditation for
RNRS judges that they attend seminars on a regular basis. We have
not held a Judges Seminar for a number of years and there have been
various updates and changes to the schedule which need to explained.
The judges Handbook has been updated and will be available at the
seminar. The seminar programme will to take into account the
changes that have been made since the last major revision 1996 and
in particular the many variations that have happened with exhibiting
Miniature and Miniflora Roses.
As I sit here at my desk in Mid-January it is bright sunshine outdoors
and the winter has once again been kind, in that we have had no
extremes in the weather. My roses at this time are not showing any
winter damage and I remain optimistic for the coming season.
The Shows committee are few in numbers and we do need new
members to join us. We do get help from stalwart society exhibitors
with setting up and breakdown of shows, but the main burden falls on
Ray Martin. We have society information stands at shows other than
where our RNRS competitions are held. So may I issue my annual
appeal for volunteers to give a few hours on our stands passing on
advice and answering questions about rose culture? I’m sure we all
like talking about our favourite subject!
I wish you all a happy and successful season.
John Anthony
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REGULATIONS FOR SHOWS
1.

Exhibitors must be current amateur members of the Royal National
Rose Society. An amateur is a person whose main source of income is
not gained in the horticultural Rose trade

2.

In classes open to all, exhibitors may accept assistance with staging
their blooms; however in restricted classes, they must stage their own
blooms

3.

Exhibitors must submit entries in writing or by email using the
standard entry form supplied with this schedule or down-loadable on
the society’s website. Late entries may be permitted if space is
available, but only if the exhibitor has already made entries prior to
the relevant closing date

4.

Exhibitors may only make one entry in each class unless otherwise
permitted in the schedule. Spouses or partners living together are
considered as one exhibitor

5.

Star of the Show classes (at all shows) i) in these classes, exhibitors may make any number of entries
but only one exhibit of any one variety in each class
ii) exhibitors are reminded that in these classes the roses are
judged for bloom, stem and foliage

6.

All exhibitors and helpers must leave the place in which the
completion is taking place at the appointed time. Warnings will be
given at intervals prior to the appointed time

7.

Exhibits must remain staged on the show bench until the closing time
stated in the schedule. Any early removals in emergency must be
approved by the show secretary

8.

All blooms must have been grown by the exhibitor from bushes that
have been in their possession for at least three months

9.

Any objections regarding judging decisions must be before 2pm on the
day of judging with a deposit of £5 which will be forfeited if the
decision is found to be frivolous by two or more members of the shows
committee present at the show
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10.

To assist judging and to provide information for visitors, all exhibits,
should be named. Incorrect, or not naming will not disqualify, providing
there is no duplication in classes which ask for distinct varieties.
Seedlings, Sports, or unknown varieties should be noted on the variety
card provided

11.

All rose blooms are to be exhibited free of artificial aids of any kind. The
only exception is that Large Flowered booms may have a single wire
inserted to hold the flower head erect. All stems must reach water, or
water retaining material. Water retaining material in vases, bowls and
containers must be kept below the rim of the vessel to allow watering
during the show. Only foliage growing on stems is allowed, except where
stated in the schedule. Foliage must not be dressed with oils or any other
agent

12.

In classes for stems of Large Flowered Roses, up to three side buds are
permitted per stem

13.

All Rose blooms exhibited should conform to the standards set out in the
current edition of ‘Judging and Showing Roses.

14.

All exhibits are to be staged for frontal effect, unless otherwise stated in
the schedule

15.

All receptacles are provided for staging the Rose blooms as stated in the
schedule. Exhibits must be staged at the show venue during the time slot
allowed in the schedule. The society receptacles must not be taken away
for future use

16.

The term ‘Miniflora’ when used in this schedule, describes blooms that
are well above average sized miniature rose blooms. They should not be
so large as to appear coarse and be markedly smaller than Large Flowered
blooms. Stems and foliage should be in proportion to the bloom. All
exhibits in classes defined as ‘Miniflora’ will be judged as defined in 7.5
and 7.6 of Judging and Showing Roses

17.

Copies of ‘Judging and Showing Roses’ will be available at all shows and
from St Albans HQ
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GENERAL INFORMATION
1. MISCELLANEOUS:

Entry Fees. No entry fees will be charged to any fully paid up member of
the Society for all RNRS National shows
Staging. Times will vary between shows Please see details of staging times
for specific shows.
Containers. All containers are supplied by the Society. No others may be
used.
Exhibitor's cards. May be collected from the Secretary's table during the
time the show is open for staging.
Payment of prize money. Prize money awarded at all shows during the year
will be paid at the end of the year except classes that are sponsored with
either vouchers or cash. Sponsored prizes will be available for collection
immediately after award ceremonies.
Perpetual Challenge cups and trophies may be held by the winner for the
year following the show. If an exhibitor wishes to hold an RNRS trophy, they
must arrange to collect and return the trophy directly with Society HQ . A
memento of all trophies won will be presented at midday on the first day of
the shows.
Premier Show medals will be engraved with the winner’s name and
presented at the first suitable occasion
2. TABLE OF EXHIBIT VALUES FOR RNRS SHOWS:
All classes will carry a points value of;
4 points for a first prize
2 points for a second prize
1 point for a third prize
In the event of a tie on total number of points, then the highest number of
first prize awards will determine the winner.
3. SPRING SHOW SPECIAL ENTRY ARRANGEMENTS:
All entries may be made on the day of the show, however in order to make
provision for exhibitor show tickets and parking arrangements, notice of your
intended entry will be required. Notice may be made by phone, email or
letter and should be received by SATURDAY 4th MAY in order that entry
arrangements may be arranged.
4. PRIZE MONEY: (SPRING SHOW + SHEPPERTON + HARROGATE )
Prize money except where stated will be awarded in accordance with the
points won. Each point will carry a monetary value of 75 pence at Malvern
and £1.00 at Shepperton and Harrogate
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5. Sponsored classes:
Summer Show at Squires
Squires Garden Centres have kindly sponsored classes 8, 20, 24, 32 and 50
where Garden Centre Vouchers will be awarded; £10 for 1st; £5 for 2nd and
£5 for 3rd
Autumn Show at Harrogate
R V Roger of Pickering have kindly sponsored classes 8, 17, 21, 29 and 43
where Vouchers will be awarded; £10 for 1st; £5 for 2nd and £5 for 3rd
The Dean Hole Challenge Classes
David Austin Roses have kindly sponsored the Dean Hole Classes at the RNRS
shows at Shepperton and Harrogate and of those incorporated in the
Rhondda Rose Society Summer Show and the Rydale Rose Festival.
The prize money for these classes will be awarded;
1st place £8

2nd place £4

3rd place £2

Showing Roses and Judging Roses
The continuing discussion of what is the difference between a miniature and
a miniflora rumbled on throughout 2014.
The Society needed to update its publications Showing Roses and Judging
Roses and both of these required some clarification of the mini versus
miniflora dilemma.
Our guidelines do not require us to use only varieties that are registered as
one thing or the other. This decision is left to the ingenuity of the exhibitor
and ultimately to the judge to decide whether or not the exhibit fits the
criteria.
The new edition of Showing and Judging Roses offers a clearer picture of
what is and what is not acceptable; all exhibitors and judges are
encouraged to get hold of a copy. As far as box blooms are concerned the
simple change of terminology should help; in all cases now blooms exhibited
in boxes must simply remain within the confines of the box. No penalty will
be incurred if blooms touch or overlap but judges will be looking for a noncongested exhibit with evenly sized blooms all at the same stage of
development. Judges are then encouraged to use the dimensions of the
boxes and the blooms therein to assess the relative merits of vase and bowl
blooms.
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We simply do not have space in this schedule to discuss all the changes included
in Judging Roses and for that reason we have organised an second Exhibitors and
Judges Forum / Seminar in October in Pelsall, West Midlands.

We are grateful to DARLAC Expert Secateurs who have sponsored
the Star Classes at all 2015 shows
Visit: http://www.darlac.com
For details of the Expert range of secateurs

The 2015 Schedules
The Spring Show at Malvern
8th, 9th and 10th May 2015

STAR OF THE SHOW CLASSES

sponsored by

1

Vase (8in) 1 stem of large flowered (HT) rose

2

Vase (8in) 1 stem of cluster flowered rose

3

Vase (7in) 1 stem of miniflora, one HT form bloom

4

Vase (7in) 1 stem of miniature , one HT form bloom

5

Vase (7in) 1 stem of cluster flowered miniature
For classes 1 - 5

see regulation 5

Exhibitors may make up to four entries in classes 6 - 34 at the Spring Show only

LARGE AND CLUSTER FLOWERED ROSES
6

Picture frame (supplied), 1 LF bloom at perfect stage.

7

Vase (8in) 3 large flowered blooms, 1 or more varieties

8

Vase (8in) 3 large flowered blooms, distinct varieties

9

Bowl (7in) 5 large flowered blooms, 1 or more varieties

10

Vase (8in) 3 stems cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties

11

Vase (8in) 5 stems cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties

12

Bowl (7in) any number of roses of any type (excluding miniatures)

9

MINIATURES AND MINIFLORAS
13 Vase (7in) 3 miniflora HT form blooms
14 Bowl (5in) up to 6 minifloras, one HT form bloom to a stem, 1 or more varieties
15 Box, 6 miniflora HT form blooms, 1 or more varieties
16 Picture frame, 1 miniature, HT form bloom at perfect stage
17 Picture frame, 1 miniflora HT form bloom at perfect stage
18

Bowl, small, 1 miniature HT type rose bloom at the PERFECT stage, FLOATING in
water

19 Bowl, small, 1 miniature FULLY OPEN rose bloom FLOATING in water
20 Vase(7in), Three stage miniature HT blooms
21 Vase(7in), 3 miniature HT form blooms, one bloom to a stem, 1 or more varieties
22 Vase(7in), 6 miniature HT form blooms, one bloom to a stem, 1 or more varieties
23 Box, 6 miniature HT form blooms, 1 or more varieties
24 Box, 6 miniature HT blooms & an artist’s palette , one or more varieties
25 Box, 12 miniature HT form blooms, 3 or more varieties
26 Palette, containing 7 fully open miniature blooms, 1 or more varieties
27

Bowl (5in) not more than 12 miniature stems, one HT type bloom to a stem, 1 or
more varieties

28 Basket, any number of one bloom to a stem, miniature roses, 1 or more varieties
29 Bowl (5in) any number, any type of miniature roses, 1 or more varieties
30 Vase (7in), 3 miniature cluster flowered stems, 1 or more varieties
31 Vase (7in), 5 miniature cluster flowered stems, 1 or more varieties
32 Basket, any number of cluster flowered, miniature stems, 1 or more varieties
33 Dish, (8in) Collage of floating blooms in gel (dish & gel provided)
34 Pot, 1 plant of a bush, climbing or standard miniature rose

PHOTOGRAPHY
35 Photograph of a rose, roses or scene featuring roses - see competition rules

The Society is, once again, grateful to Pauline Naylor for the generous
sponsorship of classes 6 to 34 of the Spring Show.
Pauline and Jim Naylor were pioneers of the Spring Show at Malvern. We are
pleased to continue to open our show season at Malvern and look forward to
another successful show
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The Summer Show at Shepperton
Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres
27th and 28th June 2015

STAR OF THE SHOW CLASSES

sponsored by

1

Vase (8in) 1 stem of large flowered (HT) rose

2

Vase (8in) 1 stem of cluster flowered rose

3

Vase (7in) 1 stem of miniflora, one HT form bloom

4

Vase (7in 1 stem of miniature , one HT form bloom

5

Vase (7in) 1 stem of cluster flowered miniature
For classes 1 - 5

see regulation 5

This shading signifies a Sponsored Class

OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES
6

Bowl (10in) any number of stems of roses and other flowers and/or foliage

7

Bowl (10in) any number of roses of any type or types arranged for all round effect

8

A basket of roses. Any kind of roses. Rose foliage and hips permitted. Space 3ft
Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres

9

Collage of floating blooms in gel Judged for effect and design

10

Picture frame, 1 bloom large flowered rose, HT form bloom at perfect stage.
Additional foliage may be added

11

Vase (8in) 1 spray or stem of any type of rose, to be judged purely for scent.
Exhibitors may make multiple, different variety entries

12

Vase (8in) Cycle of bloom 3 stems of LF roses, one bloom to a stem, 1 variety.
One 'bud' stage, one 'perfect' stage, one 'full bloom' stage

13

Box (round), 6 open blooms, any type of rose other than miniature, four or more
varieties

14 Basket, of old garden roses, any number of sprays, 3 or more varieties
15 Vase (8in ) 3 sprays of old garden roses, 1 variety
16 Box, 12 blooms of specimen large flowered roses, 4 or more varieties
17 Box, 6 blooms of specimen large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
18 Bowl of not more than 18 blooms of large flowered roses, 6 or more varieties
19 Bowl of not more than 12 blooms of large flowered roses, one or more varieties
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20

Three vases (12in) not more than 4 blooms of large flowered roses in each, a
separate variety in each vase - Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres

21

Vase (12in) 6 blooms of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

22 Vase (8in) 3 blooms of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
23

Three vases (12in) not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered roses in each, a
separate variety in each vase

24

Bowl (10in) not more than 12 stems of cluster flowered roses , 4 or more
varieties
Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres

25

Vase (12in) Not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered roses , 1 or more varieties DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

26 Vase (12in) Not more than 3 stems of cluster flowered roses , 1 or more varieties

MINIATURE ROSE CHAMPIONSHIP
27 Box, 12 HT form miniature blooms, 3 or more varieties
28 Box, 6 HT form miniature blooms, 2 or more varieties
29

Bowl, glass, 1miniature HT type rose bloom at the PERFECT stage, FLOATING in
water

30 Bowl, glass, 1miniature FULLY OPEN rose bloom FLOATING in water
31 Bowl, (5in), 12 stems of miniatures, one bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
32

A basket, any number of stems of miniatures, one bloom to a stem, 1 or
more varieties
Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres

33

Picture frame, one HT form MINIATURE bloom at perfect stage
foliage may be added

Additional

Picture frame, one HT form MINIFLORA bloom at perfect stage
34 foliage may be added

Additional

Vase(7in) not more than 6 stems of miniatures, one bloom to a stem,1 or
35 more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS
36 Vase(7in) 3 stems of miniatures, one bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
37

Bowl, (5in), any number of stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more
varieties. Max width 18ins

38 A basket, any number of stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties
39

Three vases(7in) 3 stems of cluster flowered miniatures in each, a separate
variety in each vase

40 Palette, containing 7 fully open stage miniature blooms, four or more varieties
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41

Vase (7in) not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

42 Vase (7in) 3 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties
43

Vase (8in) Cycle of bloom, 3 blooms of miniature roses, one bloom to a stem, 1
variety

44 Box, 6 minifloras, HT form blooms, 1 or more varieties
45

Vase (7in) 3 stems of minifloras, HT form blooms, one bloom to a stem, 1 or more
varieties

Vase (8in) not more than 6 stems of minifloras, HT form blooms, one bloom to
46 a stem, 1 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

150 BUSHES CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES
47 Box, 6 large flowered blooms, 1 or more varieties
48 Vase (12in) 6 large flowered blooms, 1 or more varieties
49 Vase (8in) 3large flowered blooms, 1 or more varieties
50

Bowl (7in) not more than 7 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more
Sponsored by Squires Garden Centres

51 Vase (12in) 5 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
52 Vase (8in) 3 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
53 Vase(7in) 3 stems of miniatures, one bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
54 Vase (7in) 3 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties

NOVICES & AFFILIATED
55 Vase (8in) 3 blooms of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
56 Vase (8in) 3 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties

PHOTOGRAPHY
56 Photograph of a rose, roses or scene featuring roses - see competition rules
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The Autumn Show at Harrogate
18th,19th and 20th September 2015

STAR OF THE SHOW CLASSES

Sponsored by

1

Vase (8in) 1 stem of large flowered (HT) rose

2

Vase (8in) 1 stem of cluster flowered rose

3

Vase (7in) 1 stem of miniflora, one HT form bloom

4

Vase (7in) 1 stem of miniature , one HT form bloom

5

Vase (7in) 1 stem of cluster flowered miniature
For classes 1 - 5

see regulation 5

This shading signifies a sponsored class

OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES
6

Bowl (10in) any number of stems of roses and other flowers and/or foliage

7

Bowl (10in) any number of roses of any type or types arranged for all round effect

8

A basket of roses. Any kind of roses. Rose foliage and hips permitted. Space 3ft
SPONSORED by R V Rogers of Pickering

9

Dish, 8ins Collage of floating blooms in gel (dish & gel provided).

10

Picture frame (supplied) 1 bloom large flowered rose, HT form bloom at perfect
stage. Additional foliage may be added

11

Vase (8in) 1 spray or stem of any type of rose, to be judged purely for scent.
Exhibitors may make multiple, different variety entries

12 Vase (8in) Cycle of bloom 3 stems of LF roses, one bloom to a stem, 1 variety
13 Box (round), 6 open blooms, any type of rose other than miniature, distinct varieties
14 Box, 12 blooms of specimen large flowered roses, 4 or more varieties
15 Box, 6 blooms of specimen large flowered roses, 1 OR more varieties
16 Bowl (10in) not more than 12 blooms of large flowered roses, one or more varieties
17

Three vases (12in) not more than 4 stems of large flowered roses in each, a separate
variety in each vase SPONSORED by R V Rogers of Pickering

18

Vase (12in) 6 stems of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

19 Vase (8in) 3 stems of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
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20

Three vases (12in) not more than 3 stems of cluster flowered roses in each, a
separate variety in each vase

21

Bowl (10in) not more than 9 stems of cluster flowered roses , 4 or more
SPONSORED by R V Rogers of Pickering

22 Vase (12in) not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered roses , 1 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS
23 Vase (12in) 3 stems of cluster flowered roses , 1 or more varieties

MINIATURE ROSE CHAMPIONSHIP
24 Box, 12 HT form miniature blooms, 3 or more varieties
25 Box, 6 HT form miniature blooms, 2 or more varieties
26

Bowl, glass, 1miniature HT form rose bloom at the PERFECT stage, FLOATING in
water

27 Bowl, glass, 1miniature FULLY OPEN rose bloom FLOATING in water
28 Bowl, 12 stems of HT form miniatures, one bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
29

A basket, any number of stems of HT form miniatures, one bloom to a stem, 1
or more varieties SPONSORED by R V Rogers of Pickering

30

Picture frame, one HT form MINIATURE bloom at perfect stage
foliage may be added

Additional

31

Picture frame, one HT form MINIFLORA bloom at perfect stage
may be added

Additional foliage

32

Vase(7in) not more than 6 stems of miniatures, one HT form bloom to a stem,1 or
more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

33 Vase(7in) 3 stems of miniatures, one HT form bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
34

Bowl (5in), any number of stems of any type of miniatures, 1 or more varieties.
Max width 18ins

35 Palette, containing 7 fully open stage miniature blooms, four or more varieties
36

Vase(7in)not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS

37 Vase (7in) 3 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties
38

Vase (8in) Cycle of bloom, 3 blooms of miniature roses, one bloom to a stem, 1
variety.

39 Box, 6 minifloras, HT form blooms, 1 or more varieties
40 Vase (7in) 3 stems of minifloras, one HT form bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
Vase (7in) not more than 6 stems of minifloras, one HT form bloom to a stem,1
41 or more varieties
DEAN HOLE CHALLENGE CLASS
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150 BUSHES CHAMPIONSHIP CLASSES
42 Box, 6 blooms of specimen large flowered roses, 1 OR more varieties
43

Vase (12in) 6 stems of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
SPONSORED by R V Rogers of Pickering

44 Vase (8in) 3 stems of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
45 Vase (8in) 3 stems of large flowered roses, 1 variety
46 Bowl (7in) not more than 5 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more
47 Vase (8in) 3 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
48 Vase(7in) 3 stems of miniatures, one HT form bloom to a stem,1 or more varieties
49 Vase (7in) 3 stems of cluster flowered miniatures, 1 or more varieties

NOVICES & AFFILIATED
50 Vase (8in) 3 stems of large flowered roses, 1 or more varieties
51 Vase (8in) 3 stems of cluster flowered roses, 1 or more varieties

PHOTOGRAPHY
52 Photograph of a rose, roses or scene featuring roses - see competition rules

The Trophies
All the perpetual trophies that are competed for are shown on the back page.
At the Spring show the awards will be:
The Kilby Stuart Cup - The Spring Champion - most points in the show
The Gardener’s Company Cup - most points in the HT and floribunda classes
The Arthur Cox Trophy - most points in the mini and miniflora classes
At the Summer show the awards will be:
The W E Harkness Memorial Trophy - The Summer Champion - most points in show
The Queen Mary Cup - The Summer 150s Champion - most point in the 150s classes
The Maurice Gross Rose Bowl - The Summer Miniature Champion - most points in
the miniature and miniflora classes
At the Autumn show the awards will be:
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The Cant Trophy - The Autumn Champion - most points in show
The Bank of England Cup - The Autumn 150s Champion - most point in the 150s
classes
The Frank Bowen Trophy - The Autumn Miniature Champion - most points in the
miniature and miniflora classes
Silver medals will once again be awarded for Best Bloom (winner of the Star Bloom
class) and for Best Exhibit in the Show.
Premier Award Certificates will also be awarded for the Best HT exhibit, the Best
Floribunda exhibit and the Best Miniature exhibit at each show.

Trophy winners at Malvern 2014
The Kilbee Stuart Cup and Overall Spring Champion
John Anthony
The Arthur Cox for most points in miniature classes
John Anthony
The Gardener’s Company Cup for most points in HT & Floribundas
Ken Warne
Best Exhibit in Show
Class 14 - basket of miniatures variety Glowing Amber - John Anthony
Best exhibit in large or cluster flowered roses
Class 9 - bowl of large flowered (HT) roses - David Bryant
Star HT Bloom and Silver Medal Winner
Gareth Davies - variety : Jan Guest
Star Floribunda - variety - Welsh Gold
Ken Warne
Star Miniflora Bloom - variety - Show Stopper
John Anthony
Star Miniature HT Bloom - variety - Arcanum
Pauline and Ray Martin
Star cluster flowered miniature - variety - Irresistible
Pauline and Ray Martin
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Trophy winners at Shepperton 2014
W E Harkness Memorial Trophy and Open Show Champion
Neil Duncan
The McGredy Cup - 150s Championship
Ivor Clark
Frank Bowen Cup - Open Miniature Championship
Ivor Mace
Best Exhibit in the Show
Neil Duncan
Best Exhibit in the Large Flowered Classes
Neil Duncan
Best Exhibit in the Cluster Flowered Classes
Pauline and Ray Martin
Best Exhibit in the Miniature Classes
Ivor Mace
Darlac Star Hybrid Tea and RNRS Silver Medal - variety - My Valentine
Brian Schofield
Darlac Star HT type Miniflora -

variety - Ben Samoa

Ivor Mace
Darlac Star Floribunda -

variety - Birthday Girl

Brian Schofield
Roy Kirkham Star Cluster Miniature -

variety Dancing Flame

Neil Duncan
Roy Kirkham Star HT Miniature - variety - Glowing Amber
John Anthony
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The Dean Hole Challenge Trophy
The Challenge was run over four shows during 2014;
At the RNRS Summer show in Shepperton, the
Rhondda Rose Society Show, the Ryedale Rose
Festival and the RNRS Autumn show in Harrogate
Competition was keen at all shows. Neil Duncan was
an ever-present exhibitor at all shows and staged
some very fine exhibits along the way. He was
deservedly named the first Dean Hole Cup winner
and receives an RNRS Silver Medal.

Neil Duncan receiving his Silver Medal from Shows
Chairman, John Anthony
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Trophy winners at Harrogate 2014
W E Harkness Memorial Trophy and Open Show Champion
Mark Hewertson
The McGredy Cup - 150s Championship
Jim Anderson
Frank Bowen Cup - Open Miniature Championship
Ivor Mace
Best Exhibit in the Show
Neil Duncan
Best Exhibit in the Large Flowered Classes
Neil Duncan
Best Exhibit in the Cluster Flowered Classes
Mark Hewertson
Best Exhibit in the Miniature Classes
Ivor Mace
Darlac Star Hybrid Tea - Signature
Neil Duncan
Darlac Star Miniflora - Butter Cream
Ivor Mace
Darlac Star Floribunda - Tickled Pink
Mark Hewertson
Darlac Star Cluster Miniature - Joy
IvorMace
Darlac Star HT Miniature - Ivory Silk
Ivor Mace
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The Dean Hole Challenge Classes
Sponsored by David Austin Roses
1

Vase of not more than six large flowered (HT) blooms, one or more
varieties

2

Vase of not more than five stems of cluster flowered roses, one or
more varieties
Vase of not more than six stems of miniature roses, one HT type
bloom per stem, one or more varieties

3
4

Vase of not more than five stems of miniature roses bearing a
cluster of open blooms, one or more varieties

5

Vase of not more than six stems of miniflora roses, one HT type
blooms, one or more varieties
The prize money for all classes will be awarded;
1st place £8

2nd place £4

3rd place £2

The Challenge will take place at the RNRS Summer and Autumn shows and at
the Rhondda Rose Society summer show during the 2015 season.
All the shows will be judged under RNRS Rules. The classes at each of the shows
are all open to all. An RNRS Silver medal will be awarded to the exhibitor who
gains the most prize money at each of the three Shows. The overall winner of
the Challenge will be the RNRS exhibitor who gains the most prize money over
the three shows and will be awarded the Dean Hole cup when declared at
Harrogate autumn show on 18th September 2015.
Full entry details of the competitions can be obtained from;
For the Summer Show at Shepperton and Autumn Show at Harrogate Ray Martin, Tel. 01394 670519 email: ray@raytherose.com
For the Rhondda Rose Society Show –
Gareth Davies, Tel. 01874676200 email: gebdavies@btinternet.com

Entry forms may be downloaded from www.raytherose.com/downloads
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2015 PHOTO COMPETITION
Please, please, please get your cameras and phones out in 2015 and enter the
photograph classes at our shows in Malvern Shepperton and Harrogate.
This will be our fourth year of running a photograph class and if you have been
to any of the shows that have featured this class then you’ll know how popular
it is with the public. Every class is judged by the public and they have voted
happily and in great number.
The competition is simple; a photograph of any rose, rose garden or scene
featuring roses.
The competition is open to all members of the RNRS who are not professional
photographers.
The photographs may be any size, up to 210mm x 297mm (A4 paper size) and
must be fixed to a cardboard backing, again up to A4 size.
Make sure that you clearly label the photo (on the back of the cardboard
mount) with your name, membership number and contact details.
You may enter up to four photos at each show (that’s 12 in total)
Once the photographs are ready you can choose how to enter;
you can bring the photographs in person to the shows

OR

you can send them by post to
Brian Christie
13 Hillcroft Crescent
Oxhey
Watford
Herts WD19 4PB Telephone 01923 267252
Please contact Brian before sending photographs, to let him know so that he
will expect them in the post and then can arrange for enough space to display
them at the shows.
The results will be published in the Christmas edition of the Society’s magazine
The Rose and also on the Society website.
Every effort will be taken to care for all photographs entered however the
Society cannot be responsible for any accidental damage.
All photographs will be returned to St Albans for collection after the final
show at Harrogate.
We’d love to see your photographs in the shows so why not join in the fun.
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Hello . . . . . . . . Goodbye
In 2012 Ken and Margaret Warne came to see us at the Harrogate Autumn
show. Ken told us that he had planned to make a return to showing roses and
had also decided to enter a National show; Malvern Spring.
We were delighted even though Ken said he was nearly eighty and a wheelchair
user because of his poor health.
True to his word, roses stored in his purpose-made chill box, Ken and Margaret
arrived at Malvern and entered their first National show. When the judging was
finished, Ken was surprised and pleased to find that he had won the Gardener’s
Company Cup for most points in the cluster and large flowered classes.
Ken and Margaret stayed with a group of us in a local hotel and enjoyed a
fabulous weekend visiting the show and talking roses .
Sadly during 2014, Ken and Margaret’s health has deteriorated; Ken had a fall
in his greenhouse and a neighbour’s house and garden caught fire and was only
kept from spreading into their garden by Margaret! For the sake of their health
Ken has decided that his roses would have to be just a happy memory.
They will be Ken, for us as well. Thanks for being part of our rosy family even
though it was only for a short time. We all wish you both good health and
happiness.

Margaret and Ken Warne
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The Kilbee Stuart
Cup

The Cant Cup

The Queen Mary
Cup

The Frank Bowen
Trophy

The Maurice Gross
Rose Bowl

The Dean Hole
Cup

The W E Harkness
Memorial Trophy

The Arthur Cox
Trophy

The Bank of England
Cup

The Gardeners Company
Cup
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